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In this issue, van Elk, van Schie and Bekkering [4] succeed in presenting a well-organized, highly structured, and impressively complete summary of the available research on how knowledge may affect action control. However, their theoretical efforts remain unconvincing for three reasons.

First, even though the suggested framework is presented as a general “model” of how people acquire, store, and make use of action knowledge, the authors restrict their theoretical reasoning to unimanual reaching for/grasping of objects—a surprisingly small subset of possible actions. Other actions often do not fit into the authors’ schema: walking, talking, singing, gesturing, typing, looking, driving, dancing, playing music, doing sports, and reading do not refer to particular objects and/or have goals other than being directed towards particular spatial locations—and yet they all rely on “what” and “how” knowledge. This suggests that the “multimodal object representation” box of the model is too specific to apply to action in a broader sense; it should rather refer to all sorts of events that people can aim at, generate, and imply by means of voluntary actions—as suggested by the Theory of Event Codes [2]. Event representations may also refer to the action itself, such as with a ballet figure, suggesting that the “object representation” box might sometimes merely consist of representations of the sensory consequences the action is intended to produce. It thus makes little sense to distinguish between “multimodal object representations”, “proprioceptive consequences” (which, strangely enough, are distinguished from other sensory consequences), and “sensory consequences”—this may just be different examples of “event representations” [2].

Second, the remaining concepts of the framework are ill-defined: Distinguishing between functional and manipulation knowledge makes sense for object grasping but not for many other actions, including gesturing, dancing, and singing. Worse, the authors’ definition that the action-related knowledge comprises of all “the procedural or manipulation knowledge” that enables us to carry out meaningful actions renders the model tautological: if humans can carry...
out such actions, which they do, they must have and apply that knowledge—which renders the main claim of authors logically necessary and, thus, empirically unfalsifiable.

Third, the other major claim regarding the concept of hierarchy is also questionable. The concept comes in one of two versions and refers to either a control hierarchy, where higher levels control lower levels, or to differential temporal stability, where higher-level representations are more stable over time than lower-level representations are [3]. But it makes little sense to assume that functional knowledge controls sensory consequences (as they simply differ in content) or that the former has greater temporal stability than the latter. Once functional knowledge has served to select appropriate action, it can be deactivated immediately, while representations of the sensory consequences would need to be kept active until the action is actually carried out—otherwise it would be impossible to evaluate the outcome. Hence, if anything, representations of sensory consequences should be more temporally stable than functional knowledge. Moreover, the distinction between proprioceptive and sensory consequences is not only semantically odd (as proprioception provides sensory data) but also empirically unjustified: Studies comparing the contribution of inconsistent proprioception and visual sensory representations to action control show that visual action representations easily overwrite proprioceptive representations (e.g., [1]). This leaves only two boxes in the suggested action-hierarchy model (functional knowledge and sensory consequences), which in the case of object-unrelated actions are likely to be strongly dependent on each other. It is difficult to see what sense it would make to assume some hierarchical relationship between these two remaining sources of knowledge—be it in the sense of control or temporal relationships.
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